
Basic Armizare Curriculum  
Synoptic Tables 

FORMAL SET-PLAYS AND TRAINING SEQUENCES 
 

 
Synopsis of Formal Abrazare Set-Plays 

 

Play Name Player/Player’s Attack Scholar/Scholar’s Response Notes 
Remedio Master From a Collar and Elbow hold, attempts 

to break upper body structure for a 
throw. 

Drives left arm up into Dente di Zenghiaro, rolling 
Player’s elbow as he steps back and slides his right arm 
down from Player’s collar to left elbow. 

Emphasis on the 
rotational/spiral motion of 
the defense. 

Completion  
(Second Play) 

As above. Having completed the Remedio Master, the Scholar grips 
his own wrist and makes a mezza volta as he cuts down 
with his hands to Porta di Ferro, throwing the Player. 

 

Neck & Leg Throw 
(Third Play) 

From the Scholar’s attempt at 
completing the Remedio, the Player 
seeks to fly out. 

Extends left arm and strikes face, turning attacker’s chin 
back and to the left, unbalancing him. As his foot comes 
off of the ground, Scholar lifts the leg and throws him to 
the floor. 

Throw is a spiral 
backward and to the 
left over the Scholar’s 
leg. 

Face Turn & Throw 
(Fourth Play) 

From the Scholar’s attempt at 
completing the Remedio, the Player 
seeks to press in. 

Reaches left arm over Player’s shoulder and strikes 
face, turning the attacker’s chin back and to the left, 
unbalancing him. As his foot comes off of the ground, 
Scholar lifts the leg and throws him to the floor. 

Throw uses the same 
angle/motion as the 
pervious play, but the 
arm is bent into an “s”. 

Neck Crank  
(Fifth Play) 

From the Fourth Play, the Player 
presses down with his left arm to 
counter the Scholar, and seeks to fly 
out. 

As his left arm is pressed down, he grabs the Player’s 
waist, trapping his hips. Scholar passes in with his right 
foot and palm strikes the Player’s face with his right 
hand. He drives the Player’s chin up and back to his (the 
Scholar’s) left, while pressing in on his waist. 

 

Contrario:  
Elbow Push 

As the Scholar performs the Neck 
Crank, the Player strikes up into his 
elbow with his left hand, clearing 
himself from the bind. 
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Abrazare Training Sequences 
 

Two Ubiquitous Throws Drill 
Action Player Scholar Notes 

First Master Collar and Elbow Hold, left 
leg lead. 

Collar and Elbow Hold, left leg lead. This action can be done to either 
side. 

Second Master:   
Remedio 

 Unbalances Player and steps with a right 
mezza volta forward to execute a Gambarola 

 

Third Master: 
Contrario 

Shifts weight against Scholar’s 
attack and counters with the 
same throw. 

  

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario 

 As the Player shifts his weight to his left to 
resist the Rear Leg Takedown, the Scholar 
passes in with his left foot while making an 
outside Balestrata. 

Were the Player to counter again, 
the Scholar would go back to the 
first throw, and so forth. 
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Synopsis of Formal Dagger Set-Plays 
 

Play Name Remedio Defense Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 
Triangle Disarm First V. Mandritto Passes in w/right foot and strikes 

mandritto to the collar. 
Steps into the attack with an 
acrescimento of the left foot, parrying 
by striking into Posta Longa. Rotates 
left wrist to left to disarm and strikes 
w/hammer fist. 

Be sure to pull left hand 
down and in to left hip 
while making disarm. 
Final position of hand is 
palm up. 

Ligadura Soprana Second V. Fendente Passes in w/right foot and fast 
draws, striking fendente to face. 

Steps into the attack and covers with 
Double and Crossed Iron Gate. Right 
hand releases left, reaches under and 
around and creates the Ligadura 
Soprana. Right foot steps through 
with a mezza volta and throws to the 
ground. 

This is the Figure-4 
variation of the Ligadura 
Soprana. 

Triangle Disarm & 
Diving Throw 

Third V. Riverso Fast draws and passes in with 
right foot, striking riverso to the 
face. 

Steps into the attack with the right 
foot and covers with right Posta 
Longa. Rotates right wrist to right to 
disarm, as he passes in with left foot 
and does a diving throw. 

Be sure to pull right hand 
down and in to right hip 
while making disarm. Final 
position of hand is palm up. 

Blade Strip & 
Thrust to Face 

Fourth Doubled 
Grab v. 
Fendente 

Fast draws and passes in with 
right foot, striking from above to 
the face. 

Steps straight into the attack w/left 
foot and strikes out into Posta 
Frontale, grabbing the Player’s wrist. 
Gripping the dagger blade in his right 
hand, he pulls the point toward the 
Player’s face, disarming him. 

Make the grab with right 
hand over left. 

Armbar & 
Takedown 

Fifth Vs. Collar 
Grab 

Grabs Scholar’s collar with left 
hand as he draws dagger and 
brandishes it. 

Grips Player’s left hand with his left, 
trapping it against his chest. Right 
hand strikes up into the Player’s left 
elbow. Stepping forward with the 
right foot in a mezza volta, he creates 
a straight armbar. 
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Play Name Remedio Defense Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 
Parry & Pull Down Sixth Doubled w/Dagger v. 

High Attack 
Fast draws and passes in 
with right foot, striking 
from above to the face. 

Beginning in a doubled Porta di 
Ferro Mezzana, Scholar steps in and 
strikes into the attack with the 
portion of the dagger between the 
hands. Twisting his dagger to the 
right, he pulls the Player forward 
and off balance, and then thrusts to 
him. 

Parry position is 
equivalent to the Frontale 
in the 4th Remedio. 

Ligadura Mezzana Seventh Doubled & Crossed 
w/Dagger v. High 
Attack 

Fast draws and passes in 
with right foot, striking 
from above to the face. 

Beginning in a doubled and crossed 
Porta di Ferro Mezzana, the Scholar 
steps in and strikes into the attack with 
the portion of the dagger between the 
hands. Releasing his left hand, he 
executes a Ligadura Mezzana and 
stabs the Player in the neck. 

 

Chiave Forte 
“Strong Key” 

Eighth Doubled Defense v. 
Stocatta 

Player attacks with an 
underhand thrust. 

From any doubled guard, the Scholar 
steps into the attack and deflects it, 
immediately releasing the grip on his 
left arm to put the Player into the 
Ligadura Sottana. 

Compare to the 6th Remedio. 

Blade Strip & 
Thrust to Chest 

Ninth Doubled Grab v. 
Stocatta 

Player attacks with an 
underhand thrust. 

Steps straight into the attack w/left 
foot and strikes out into the attack, 
grabbing the Player’s wrist from 
above. Gripping the dagger blade in 
his right hand, the Scholar pulls the 
point toward the Player’s face, 
disarming him. 

Compare to the 4th Remedio 
Master. Make the grab right 
hand over left. 
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Dagger Training Sequences 
 

First Master of Dagger Drill  
Action    Player Scholar Notes 

First Master Porta di Ferro Porta di Ferro  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

Draws dagger, passes in with right foot and 
attacks mandritto to Scholar’s collar 

Covers with First Remedio of Dagger, draws own 
dagger and strikes mandritto to Player’s collar. 

 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Covers the Scholar Player’s mandritto with 
the First Master, clears dagger and falls 
under PA’s hand to stab him in the ribs. 

 This is variant interpretation of the 
1st  Contrario. 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario 

 As the Player makes the cover, the Scholar 
immediately counters by hooking his dagger to 
the left over the Player’s wrist and stabbing him 
w/ a riverso to the chest. 

This is the 1st Contrario of the 
Dagger, being applied as Contra-
Contrario. 

 

First Master of Dagger Drill, Variation 
Action Player Scholar Notes 

First Master Porta di Ferro Porta di Ferro  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

Draws dagger, passes in with right foot 
and attacks mandritto to Scholar’s collar 

Covers with First Remedio of Dagger, 
draws own dagger and strikes mandritto 
to Player’s collar. 

 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Covers the Scholar Player’s mandritto with 
the First Master, and immediately goes into 
a Ligadura Mezzana. (Third play of the 
First Remedio Master) 

 Measure is very close once both are 
coming to grips, so the Player 
capitalizes by going immediately to 
the ligadura. 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario 

 As the Player moves into the ligadura, the 
Scholar immediately counters by letting 
go of the Player with his left hand and 
grasping his own right wrist. He pulls 
down sharply as he makes a mezza volta 
forward with his right foot, putting the 
Player into a Ligadura Sottana. 

This is the Second Contrario to the 
First Remedio. 
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Synopsis of Formal Longsword Set-Plays 
 
Set One: Defese con Fendente (Application of the Basic Fendente Sequence) 

Play Name Player’s Starting 
Posta 

Scholar’s Starting Posta Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 

Countercut w/ 
Fendente Stepping Into 

the Attack 

Donna Donna  
Alt: TPdF 

Pass and cut m. fendente 
to left side of neck 

Acressere to forward left w/left 
foot and cut m. fendente to 
centerline. 

Left side variant. 
Primo Remedio of 
Largo 

Countercut w/ Fendente 
Stepping Away from 

Attack 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Donna  
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Pass and cut m. fendente 
to left side of neck 

Mezza volta to right and cut m. 
fendente to left side of neck. 

Left side variant. 

Over-Running a Low 
Attack 

Same Donna  
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Pass and cut m. fendente 
to left leg. 

Slip left leg back to right while 
cutting m. fendente to neck. 

Variation with arrest 
instead of cut. 
Seventh Play of 
Second Remedio of 
Zogho Largo 

Rebatter from Above Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Donna  
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Pass and cut m. fendente 
to left side of neck 

Mezza volta to right and cut m. 
fendente two sword. Strike 
back up line with r. falso 
sottano to throat with a volta 
stabile. 

Left side variant. 
Related to Rompere 
di Punta, below. 
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Set Two: Rebattimenti from Below (Application of Basic Sottani Sequence) 
Play Name Player’s Starting 

Posta 
Scholar’s Starting Posta Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 

False-edge Rebatter from the 
Left; Mandritto Risposta 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Dente di Zenghiaro Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
side of neck 

Deflect with a r. falso sottano and 
risposta w/ m. fendente to neck. 

Remember to turn out 
left heel to drive l. hip 
forward in parry. 

False-edge Rebatter from the 
Left; Riverso Risposta 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Dente di Zenghiaro Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
side of neck 

Deflect with a r. falso sottano and 
risposta w/ r. fendente to neck, 
while making a triangle step to the 
left. 

Remember to turn out 
left heel to drive l. hip 
forward in parry. 

Cover in Frontale Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Tutta Porta di Ferro Alt: 
PdFM 

Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
side of neck 

Acrescimento into attack and cut 
into Frontale. Traverse right and 
risposta w/ r. fendente to neck, face 
or arms. 

Second Play of Second 
Remedio of Zogho 
Largo. 

False-edge Rebatter  
from the Right 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Tutta Porta di Ferro  
Alt: PdFM 

Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
neck. 

Triangle step to right while 
cutting m. falso sottano into 
attack. Cut m. fendente to neck 
as left foot compasses to right. 

 

 

Set Three: Coverte con Posta di Finestra (Application of Finestra Sequence) 
Play Name Player’s Starting 

Posta 
Scholar’s Starting Posta Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 

Deflection in  
Posta di Finestra 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Porta di Ferro Mezzana Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
side of neck 

Triangle step to right while lifting 
hands so sword hangs to the left. 
Cut m. fendente to neck as left foot 
compasses to right. 

Perform vs. riverso 
by stepping left into 
left Posta di Finestra.   

Collection in  
Posta di Finestra 

Donna 
Alt: CL, TPdF 

Porta di Ferro Mezzana Pass and cut m. 
fendente to left 
side of neck 

Slope slightly back and left with left 
foot and cover in left Finestra. Win 
the bind: thrust to face, loose the 
bind: cut around to right side of 
neck. 

Perform right side 
variation against 
the riverso by 
covering in right 
Posta di Finestra.  
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Set Four: Defenses vs. the Thrust 
Play Name Player’s Starting 

Posta 
Scholar’s Starting 

Posta 
Player’s Attack Scholar’s Response Notes 

Scambiar di Punta 
“Exchange of Thrusts” 

Porta di Ferro 
Mezzana Alt: Breve, 
TPdF, DdZ 

Tutta Porta di Ferro Alt: 
PdD, PdF 

Pass forward 
with right foot 
and thrust to 
body. 

Acrescimento with left foot to 
forward left and cover, straight 
pass in w/right and set the 
point. 

Note relation to 
Contrarioattack 
w/Fendente II, 
above. 

Wind into Finestra Porta di Ferro 
Mezzana Alt: Breve, 
TPdF, DdZ 

Breve Pass forward 
with right foot 
and thrust to 
body. 

Acrescimento with left foot to 
forward left and cover, 
straight pass in w/right and 
volta stabile of sword to left 
finestra. 

Left side variation. 
Note relationship to 
Arrest with 
Sopramano, above. 

Rompere di Punta 
“Breaking the Thrust” 

Porta di Ferro 
Mezzana Alt: Breve, 
TPdF, DdZ 

Tutta Porta di Ferro Alt: 
PdD, PdF 

Pass forward 
with right foot 
and thrust to 
body. 

Acrescimento with left foot to 
forward left and cover. 
Transport blade into ground 
with right mezza volta. Cut 
r.sottano to throat with a volta 
stabile. Pass back w/right foot 
and cut r. fendente to neck. 

Left side variation. 
Note relationship to 
“Rebatter from 
Above”. 

Cover in Frontale and 
Blade Grab 

Porta di Ferro 
Mezzana Alt: Breve, 
TPdF, DdZ 

 Pass forward 
with right foot 
and thrust to 
body. 

 Third Play of Second 
Remedio of Zogho 
Largo. 
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Longsword Training Sequences 
 

First Rising Parry in Largo Sequence  
Action Player Scholar Notes 

First Master From Posta di Donna, Player strikes m. 
fendente to the Scholar’s neck. 

Dente di Zenghiaro  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

 Parries attack with a r. falso sottano and 
rispostas with a mandritto fendente to the 
Player’s neck. 

See, “False Edge Rebatter”, above 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Slopes forward right with the right foot 
and covers with a hanging parry, and 
rispostas with a m. fendente to the neck. 

 See “Hanging Parry,” above. 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario  

 As the Player makes his risposta, the Scholar 
slopes back and left with his left foot and 
covers with left Finestra. Thrusts to face or cuts 
around. 

See “Cover in Posta di Finestra”. 

 
Second Rising Parry in Largo Sequence  

Action Player Scholar Notes 
First Master From Posta di Donna, Player strikes 

mandritto fendente to the Scholar’s 
neck. 

Tutta Porta di Ferro  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

 Strikes m. falso sottano with a triangle step to 
the right and rispostas with a 
mandritto fendente to the neck. 

See, “False Edge Rebatter”, above 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Traverses to the left and covers in left 
Finestra. Thrust to the face. 

 See “Cover in Posta di Finestra”, above. 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario  

 Steps in with left foot to cover in Frontale and 
risposta’s with a riverso fendente. 

See “Cover in Frontale,” above. Scholar 
may also choose to use the blade grab 
from the Thrust Counters. 
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Rompere to Both Sides 
Action Player Scholar Notes 

First Master From Porta di Ferro Mezzana, passes in 
with the right foot and thrusts to the 
Scholar’s body. 

Tutta Porta di Ferro  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

 Acrescimento with left foot and performs 
Rompere di Punta. 

See, “Romper di Punta”, above 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Parries the falso cut by traversing left with 
the left foot and covering in left Finestra. 
Risposta with a riverso fenente to the neck. 

 See “Cover in Posta di Finestra,” 
above. 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario  

 Slope forward left. Making a mezza volta di 
spada,  perform a rebatter with a riverso 
fendente. Cut true edge m. sottano to the 
throat, left foot still forward. 

See “Rebatter from Above”, above. 

 

Levata 
Action Player Scholar Notes 

First Master From Posta di Donna, Player strikes m. 
fendente to the Scholar’s neck. 

Coda longa  

Second Master:  
Remedio 

 Pass forward with right leg and strike 
true edge sottano, parrying in left 
Finestra. Thrust to face. 

Equivalent to Counterattack while 
Stepping Away, in Set One, only 
made with a sottano. 

Third Master:  
Contrario 

Parries the thrust to the left by moving into 
Frontale 

Traverse left while cutting around w/ a 
true edge riverso sottano to the right 
jawline. 

 

Fourth Master:  
Contra-Contrario 

Parry the riverso sottano with the falso. Molinello the blade into a mandritto to the 
head. 

The final blow can be delivered with 
a volta stabile, pass forward or pass 
back depending measure. 
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